
20 Ways to Cultivate Patients who
Return & Refer
(over & over)

 

 
Patients who return & refer and the best. Word of mouth referrals are
the best. You get to enjoy deep rapport and trust with your patients

and their families. It's the best. We all know this right? 
 

It costs significantly more money & energy to attract new clients than
keep existing patients returning. 

 
So, how do we do it? How do we cultivate these kind of patients?  There

are several things that I've put in practice over the decades. This is
what has worked for me and my many associates...

 



Believe in yourself and your skills as a practitioner. You know enough right
now to help or advise anyone who comes to you for help. You do. 

1.

   2. Resonate this belief with your patients. Exude confidence, professionalism,    
       warmth & your ability & desire to help them.

   3.  Build solid rapport: What do you have in common? Share your info if it 
        relates to theirs if you wish. ie. I have kids too, or I've lived in your suburb. Do  
        they love that? (stop if they don't!)  Watch their expression & body language.  
        Make the session all about them.

        What about the guarded, sceptical patients?
        I like to see scepticism as a fun challenge. Our medicine speaks volumes. We 
        hardly need to say anything to negative comments. So, don’t be discouraged. 
        Say “I’ll do my best”.  Which of course you will.

    4. Explain diagnosis using their language

      Why do this? To enhance rapport, understanding, education.

      How do we do this? 
      Think about their understanding of life: Check occupation, constitution or 
      interests. Ask if they garden. Talk about root and branch problems. If they were a 
      tree, how would you describe their problem… related to soil, water, parasites,   
      roots? 

      If they're into cooking; Draw picture of pot on stove. Fuel/ wood (kid jing), flame    
      (kid yang), water (yin, sp/st qi, steam (lung qi)?
 
      Most people understand motor vehicles: talk about revving too high, consuming       
      too much fuel, lubricant, coolant etc (yin xu), exhaust fumes excessive (empty     
      heat).

      For Tradesmen, you could talk about circuits, signals or foundations perhaps. If 
      they’re New Age types; use feedback system description, or facilitation of self-
      healing- ‘giving your body-mind-spirit the right conditions to heal”.

 



   5.    Act in their best interests. Are you telling each new patient that you see 
          that they need to come in 4-6 times in 4-12 weeks?  This is what is required for 
          most problems to relieve their symptoms, correct the cause of their symptoms 
          & prevent the problem from coming back. Stay with me here - Isn't that your 
          experience? To really remedy the issue, teach them how to prevent 
          reoccurrence. 

          Do you believe that this is the best way to help them? Are you telling them so 
          with conviction? Are you teaching them that anything less is inferior care? That 
          they won't get lasting changes if you just relieve the symptoms. Of course, if 
          that's all they want, honour that. Serve them. 

          But if you plant the seed, the idea, that you can help them beyond symptom 
          relief. That you can help really shift this problem and their health for them. 
          That idea might just stay with them. And when their symptoms reoccur, they'll 
          think of you and probably come back for more thorough treatment. 

          Use a Treatment Plan handout so it’s very clear. If this goal is achieved in less 
          time, then great! You’ve under-promised and over-delivered which makes for 
          very happy clients.

          On the next page is the treatment plan template that we use:
          



(insert Practice logo)
Your Schedule of Care and Recommendations

(Patient) Name: _____________________________________________ Date: ___________

I have a planned method of treatment for each type of case. Each of my patients is an
individual who is studied and evaluated as such. It is known that even though two patients
may have the same disease, they will not necessarily progress in the same manner. Based
on both my skilled experience and my evaluation of you, I can project a treatment plan
which will best meet your health needs. Generally, in order for treatment to have maximum
effect, the below course of treatment is recommended as necessary.

I believe in personal attention and individual care. Your treatment plan is for the specific
types of results indicated below:

GOAL                                     PERIOD                                              FREQUENCY

(I list the branch sx here)
SYMPTOM RELIEF                       _____(how many weeks)_____      ____(how many visits per week_____

(I list the deeper sx here) 
CORRECTION OF CAUSE     _______________________________  _____________________________________

PREVENTATIVE CARE         _____ (I write "ongoing")________   __(monthly or quarterly)__________

I will schedule you for Reexamination and Reevaluation on: ___________________

MY RECOMMENDATIONS IN YOUR CASE

 (I give 3-5 bits of advice to follow, in order of priority and try to keep it simple & achievable
ie. acupressure this point, drink 2 litres water daily, atleast 5 mins downtime daily (explain
what this
is)_________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________



6.  How to decide on a treatment plan and how to communicate it.
 
Fundamental Process I use: start with 8 principles diagnosis.

Is the primary disharmony at the level of Exterior/Interior, Full/Empty, Yin/Yang, Qi
or Xue? Make this diagnosis in first session (or full syndrome diagnosis if you can).

How long will it take to provide significant symptom relief (branch)?
3-4 tx 1/7 for most pain or musculoskeletal problems, unless very chronic.

How many presenting complaints are there?

How long it will take to fix the root problem concurrently. For example, deal with
blood stasis if a primarily full condition, deficiency if an empty problem. 4-6
sessions perhaps?

If it's a gynaecological issue, that manifests in symptoms each period, I like to use
3 cycles/ bleeds to assess change.  For example, if the woman is presenting with
period pain, heavy periods or even PCOS anovulation, in my experience, 3 cycles
is enough to see some change using acupuncture and strong herbs. 

Check if it’s possible to fix the root problem fully, is it constitutional (pre-natal qi)?
Take into consideration any clinical tests or monitoring the patient may have.
Ask yourself, is the patient likely to feel worse before they feel better? Is there
Pathogenic Qi to expel? Are they exhausted but aren’t aware of it? Check if they
have Holiday Syndrome.

How much education and lifestyle advice do they need and are open to &
will actually follow?

Do you actually believe in your treatment plan? If you don't, of course don't say it. 

Are you telling your patients that they have the option to buy a treatment 
package/ pay upfront so it’s cheaper & they can book ahead for their preferred
timeslot? 
Their commitment can definitely improve their outcomes. A lot. Everyone knows
that life can get in the way. Do you think their health needs prioritising? 



How many sessions will it take to prevent problem from reoccurring?

What level of maintenance do they require and are open to?

Note: It is important to say at the end of the initial consultation that:

“Everybody is different, but I anticipate that it will take ____ sessions to achieve
significant symptomatic relief initially”
“To fix the root cause of the problem and prevent it from coming back, I anticipate
that you will need an additional ____ sessions initially”
“You can assist this process by looking after yourself, following the treatment
frequency, any prescriptions and advice given”.

Meet them we’re they are at, then take a step forward so they can grow. Remind
them that they have a choice, that they can have great health and deserve it!

7. How to do a great patient review / reassess their progress

a. Do it on the spot, don’t tell them the week before (unless they ask).

b. When going through standard follow-up procedure, say “This is your 6th session,
so I’d like to ask a few more questions to fully review your progress”.

c. Use their initial intake form as a question prompter re symptoms. They will have
usually forgotten “disappeared symptoms”.

d. Ask if they have any other health goals/ problems to address. Decide on a new
treatment plan (focus, frequency and duration), clearly communicate the reason
for it and ask “does that suit you?”

e. Have a caring, genuine and warm manner.



8. How to keep your focus and theirs on the treatment plan

Have a clear one! Do regular reviews as above.

Your focus: review their intake form/ your summary notes at each session. Review
the treatment plan regularly as they change. Don’t let patients distract the whole
session with minor self-limiting symptoms ie. Sore wrist from overuse, fatigue from
late nights unless it is affecting their daily function or main complaint. Certainly
take these into consideration energetically and give validation and TLC to pain ie. 5
mins of laser acupuncture to wrist or massage with liniment at end of session. 

Exception: URTI as of course their Qi will then be focused on clearing xie qi so your
assistance/focus is very helpful.

Your patient’s focus: Communicate what your focus is, what you are working on,
each session and why. Repetition is powerful and often necessary reminder.
Especially if there is a lot going on for them. Use positive language instead of
negative, use the power of the mind to yours & their advantage eg. I’m going to
boost your immune system, circulation, free up that area, calm your nervous
system etc.

9.  How to improve co-operation and compliance

Follow the above steps. Communicate well and clearly. 

Educate them: what are we both doing for their health and why? What are the
benefits? How does it work? One or two sentences per visit is sufficient.

Get them involved in the process, give them advice/ homework: 1 task per visit is         
achievable for most, especially if fatigued/ depressed. 
  
Empower them, it is their body and responsibility. You can guide, facilitate &
promote healing. Spell out their role (diet, thoughts, relaxation) and yours.         
 Use warmth and humour. 

Keep rapport strong. Don’t push too hard. Notice if they are contracting or
expanding  in relation to you, or tuning out.  Treat them as an equal, deserving of
respect and choice re their health, but give firm guidance,  treatment and advice.
Remember, most patients are in a lower energy vibration state  so will
unconsciously/ naturally try to take your Qi and focus.



10. Communicate your desire to help them and their loved ones.

Look at their intake form, acknowledge non-presenting symptoms. Say “If you 
ever need help with that, let me know. I can help or advise.”

If you pick up something else going on for a patient.. acknowledge it. “I’ve 
noticed that you have a ie. hormonal/ digestive issue.. / do you get x 
symptoms? Would you like some advice about that? I can help.

Share your knowledge with them in every session. Teach them that you can 
help with all sorts of problems. Educate them that you’re a health expert. 
 
Share health tips on nutrition/ exercise/ stretching/ psychology/ cooking/
neurochemistry.. 
whatever you know & like. Did you know…. ? Did you read/watch that info? 
Especially Chinese Med info.

 
11. Ask for Referrals

Try asking for what you want. 

When your patient’s express gratitude for your work, ask them to refer their
friends & family to you. Hand them a referral voucher to pass on. This is what
we use:



12.      What if they’re not responding?

Ask yourself why. Do you know? Is it your doing or theirs?

Review their case, have you missed something in your diagnosis or treatment plan? 

Could you use different techniques to change their qi? If so, do you believe you can
turn it around/ speed it up in a few sessions?  If so, tell them. Say that there are many
ways to approach a particular problem in Chinese Medicine and sometimes it can
take some time to work out the best approach for a particular person.

Is it because they are not complying? Doing something different in daily life? Check
eating, sleeping, postural habits.

13. What if they don’t come back?

Ask yourself why. Was it something at your end? If you think it was, tell your
supervising practitioner (if you have one). If you’re not sure, let it go. It is usually
something totally outside your control. 

If you’re genuinely concerned about the patient’s state and feel the need to check in
with them, contact them and follow this procedure:

a)     If you don’t get through to the patient, don’t leave a message, try again at your
next opportunity. Patients will often find it difficult to call back.

b)     If you do get through, explain that you’re genuinely concerned and wanted to
check in with them. Do NOT pressure them to come in. Let them know you are here if
they need you.

c)     Write in the patient’s file the date and contents of the call, especially any advice
given. 



14. What about adverse reactions?

Firstly, ascertain whether the reaction had anything to do with your treatment/
prescription, often it doesn’t.

Check when the reaction occurred, in what manner did it progress, what did they do
after the session? An adverse acupuncture reaction usually occurs within 12 hours
only.
Check how much herbs did they take?  How did they take them?

The best way to check a herbal reaction is to advise them to stop them for 4 days, if
symptoms subside then take ½ dose for 4 days, if symptoms reoccur then cease
taking, if not try full dose again. In my experience 90% of time, symptoms do not
recur.

If it did have to do with your intervention, ascertain if it was appropriate for situation
or not; ie purging, releasing, showing true picture. If it was, explain this to them in
plain language, most people have an idea about healing processes.

If it was the case that your treatment was too strong, inappropriate in some way, say
so, be honest, your patients will appreciate and respect you for it. Work out the best
way to make it up to them, if feels necessary/appropriate, ie.Offer them a free
session, free herbs etc.

Preventing adverse reactions is the best way of course: 

Make accurate diagnosis, don’t take uncalculated risks, especially with new
patients, a gentle, steady approach is fine if you’re not 100% sure. 

Focus, be still & centred whilst treating .. ALWAYS. If you’re too
tired/unwell/rushed, it’s best to reschedule patients than treat them.. EVERY TIME.

I realise that this may seem a big ask for the average lifestyle. But we are wellness
practitioners right? We need to be well. We can reschedule patients if we're having
an off day. And it's much better for everyone if we do. Yes this takes some discipline.

If your lifestyle tends to be rushed, and we know that kids can throw schedules out
every day, then I recommend that you always aim to be at the clinic 30mins before
your first appointment. That way you can get in and get centred first.  



15.  How to manage your time and keep them feeling special

Be firm but warm. Smile. Work through the consultation calmly but efficiently. Keep
your Qi centred and still. Keep to the appointment schedule. Don’t give a patient
extra time (if you have it, and they need it) without asking if/ saying that they need a
longer consultation that you will need to charge for accordingly. If you don’t value
your time as a professional how can you expect anybody else to? It pleases patients
to know that you are busy and in calm control. 

Always focus on them and their needs when you’re with them. Do not answer the
phone/ door or let yourself be distracted. This will demonstrate to your patient that
you value them. They will value you in return.

If they tend to keep you overtime, use subtle cues to wind them up, ie. stand up
then slowly head to the door as they’re talking/ putting shoes on. If you need to
keep moving, say so. Some patients need to learn boundaries and will benefit from
your firmness. If you can’t answer all their questions then and there, say so. And say
that you’ll get back to them before or in their next session.

Have strong zheng qi. Practice Qi Gong regularly. The lower your qi is, the more
time patients will take up, if they’re qi xu (which most are).

16.  How to get the information that you need from patients quickly and
easily.

Check their tongue, pulse & hara before and after treatment for true
information/signs.

Be present, calm, still, listen intently and maintain eye contact. 
Ask direct questions re symptoms: Have you had any changes or concerns since
your last appointment?  Regularly revisit their main symptoms if they don’t
automatically report them ie.Have you had more or less pain this week? How has
your sleep been overall? 

If they are going into detail about an event/ problem.. ask them “How do you feel
about this?”  Interrupt them if necessary. Get the point of power/ control/ creation
for them and what you can help with. Dissuade them from investing their energy in
problems outside of themselves, if you want to really help them.



Follow your intuition/ instincts always, don’t treat according to what they or
somebody else wants/ think is appropriate. Yes, throw in their favourite point or
herb mix if they request it and it's not contraindicated. But if you don't get a good
feeling about it, just tell them. Give them that info and let them choose. 

17.  What to say if a patient makes a criticism or complaint about another
practitioner/ modality

Listen to and acknowledge what they’re saying.

Never agree with them. You do not know exactly what happened. 

If you agree with their criticism of a practitioner or modality, keep it to yourself. It is
unprofessional at best and slander at worst to make comment.

If it is a serious complaint, advise them to contact the appropriate regulatory body
ie. APA for physio’s, AHPRA for TCM.
Do not get more involved than this.

18. How to refer and keep them feeling cared for

a)     Decide what other modality or practitioner they need, for how long (if you
know) and why.
b)     Explain this to them clearly
c)     Ask them if they know a good _______ practitioner of that modality
d)     If they don’t, refer them to somebody reputable that you know/know of. 

Advise them to check out the practitioner and trust their own judgment re
suitability for them. If you don’t know the appropriate practitioner, just say so. Be
mindful that your referrals reflect on you and the practice you’re in. 

e)     Give advice on when the patient is to follow-up with you (if needed), and for
the practitioner to give you a call if necessary.

Note: Write a detailed referral letter to the practitioner if you feel it’s appropriate.



19. Follow-up with patients who haven’t been in for 3months when you have gaps
between sessions. This is what I use:

Hi (patient name),

How are you? I just realised it's been over (x months) since we've seen you in the
clinic and am wondering how you went with your _(most recent presenting
problem)_____________? 

I sincerely hope this finds you at your optimal health. 

Happy to give you a referral to another practitioner if you ever needed.

It would be great to hear how you got on..

Yours sincerely,
Your name
Business name/ Practice signature

You can use software that does this for you automatically like Cliniq Apps. You can
also make a template letter in Cliniko. That way it's quick to modify, give a personal
touch and send. At Freedom Chinese Medicine, we do both of the above.



20. How to handle inappropriate comments/ questions

eg. Where do you live? Are you married?

Be aware that what is considered inappropriate is an individual and
cultural thing. Sometimes a patient is just trying to establish rapport but
sometimes this may feel not quite right or like an advance. Trust your
intuition. Err on the side of caution I reckon. Most of us are conditioned
to be "polite", sometimes at our own expense.

If you feel it is inappropriate, you could say softly but firmly:
 ”I’m sure it’s not your intention, but I don’t feel comfortable answering
that question. Thanks for your understanding.  There’s no harm done”. 

You could also simply deflect the question, with a “you never know” or
“I’m not sure”.

Most patients will respect this.

There are many other ways to build a busy client base. This is what has
worked for me and the many associates I have employed. Over the
decades, I’ve helped many new grads get busy diaries. My advice is tried
and tested. But hey, try it all! Different things work for different people
and different demographics.

Go help a stack of people!

Dr. Elaine Hickman
Registered Acupuncturist
Founder of Freedom Chinese Medicine 
& Grow in Practice

email: elaine@growinpractice.com


